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Scope and Coverage 

 
This site contains histories of all countries; population; thousands of photographs 
from many countries, maps; Government; Economy of different countries; weather 
report, street maps with street views, volcano photos and description, menu charts by 
region, Global earthquake epicenter, quick maps, airport codes, quick maps include 
world map, world poverty map, population world map, world language maps, world 
earth quake maps, world pipeline maps, country maps etc. 

 
 
 
 

 
Kind of Information 

  
Entries represent different information. Historical Global Weather data appeared on 
the “Home Page”. Meterological details for Burdwan in India under weather data 
represents Meterological Station ID, Country Name, Country code, historical country 
code, world meterological organization ID, Latitude in decimal degrees, Longitude 
in decimal degrees, cuurent weather report, 10 days weather report, nearby stations 
weather report etc are mentioned. 
  

              
 
Current weather report and 10 days weather  report in different way are also 
forecasted under weather data 
 

   
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                
 
 
 
 



“Geographical Names” appeared in Home page and entries on that represents 
Geographical name as supplied by the US military intelligence in electronic format, 
including the geographic coordinates and place name in various forms, Latin, roman 
and native characters, and its location in its respective country's administrative 
division. 

 
 
“The World in Photos” appears in Front Page .Photos of countries’ reputed places are 
represented in this site. Street Views, Street Maps are shown by picture under the 
heading of “Street views Street maps” at Front page. Movement of stickman presents 
street views. Volcano photos are presented with time of eruption, place.Global 
earthquake epicenter with map, place, magnitude, date, depth and other information 
related to the earthquake come under the heading of  “Earthquakes” in Front Page. 
Quick maps of different countries include religion map, area map, railway maps etc. 
Flags, government, economy, transportation, communication, defense etc are 
included.Airport codes like IMF- Imphal India Municipal.  JMO - Jomsom, Nepal, are 
represented in this site. 
 

 
Special Features 

 Links to Face book, twitter, Google+, Googlemap, Yahoo search engine. 
 Links to different web sites like 

- Human Anatomy  
- Health Topics  
- Drug Reference Encyclopedia  
- Genome Dictionary  
- HIV/AIDS Glossary  
- International Classification  



of diseases  
- Geology Dictionary  
- Energy Dictionary  
- USA Census Statistics  
- China Statistics  
- HTML Color Chart  
- Seaport Codes  
- Airport Codes etc. 

 One can purchase maps through Theodora.com attaching with this site. 
 Google custom search engines are there. 
 Sending feed back or making question directly through the site can be 

possible. 
 

 
Arrangement Pattern 

     
 The countries under “Historical Global Weather Data” are arranged alphabetically 
and states and places are arranged alphabetically under each country. 
 
This screenshot presents alphabetical country-wise arrangement pattern- 

 
 
This screenshot shows alphabetical arrangement of city and states under India- 



 

 
 

 
 
Similarly under all headings like The World in Photos, Geographical Names, Maps 
etc entries are arranged alphabetically by country name. Thumbnail indexes with 
pictures of reputed places around the countries, photos of volcano are there. Global 
earthquake epicenters are arranged chronologically and alphabetically by country 
name. 
 
 
 

 
Remarks 

 
This is important geographical reference tool which covers brief definition of various 
types of geography along with links to more in-depth information, available data, 
maps and mapping tools. 
 

 
Comparable Tools 

 
 One World-Nations Online ( http://www.nationsonline.org/) 
 World Geography (http://www.factmonster.com/ipka/A0770414.html) 
 The geography site ( http://www.geography-site.co.uk/) 
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